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By Forrest M. Mims

PERCUSSION INSTRUMENT SYNTHESIZER
THANKS to John Simonton, and
Don Lancaster, this magazine has
featured articles on virtually every aspect of electronic music over the past
several years.
Recently the electronic music bug
bit me. Having tinkered with several of
the basic circuits, I'm convinced that
voicing circuits are by far the most
challenging -and the most fun. Of
course, they can be very difficult to
implement, but the successful electronic synthesis of the unique "voice"
or timbre of a particular musical in-

strument is quite rewarding.
Percussion instruments are among
the simplest to simulate, so let's jump
into electronic music by putting a per-

cussion synthesizer together. Since
percussion instruments include the

bell, gong, cymbals, triangle,
xylophone, tambourine, and drum, a
successful percussion synthesizer

prepared for a surprise! "Ordinary"
musical instruments produce some
very extraordinary waveforms. To
make matters even worse, the
amplitude (signal strength) of the
waveform during the first 100 milliseconds or so is usually irregular and
often unique. For example, the cello
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CASSETTE LOADER
Sphere Cassette Operating System (SCOS)
supports file handling and Advanced Program
Development, System, an aid for developing your

programs.
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Generator (128 by 128 B & W Dot Matrix Graphic System
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ments produce a fairly orderly sound
envelope. Figure
is a somewhat
simplified version of the waveform
1
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has lots of uses!
The first step of a successful design
is to study the waveforms produced by
the instrument to be synthesized. If
you're new to electronic music, be
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with Synthesized Sound" (POPULAR
ELECTRONICS, August 1975, p. 37) for
more information on the sound envelopes of these and other nonpercussion instruments.

Fortunately,

Announcing!! The world's most advanced,
low cost, computer system available today!!
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has a gradual, slow amplitude rise
time, but the tuba has a fast rise time in
the form of a high -amplitude spike followed by the remainder of the sound
"envelope." See Don Lancaster's article "Imitating Musical Instruments
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produced by a typical percussion instrument. The waveform consists of a
strong, fast rise -time "attack" followed by a gradual "decay." In the
case of a bell, the attack is the initial
high -amplitude sound produced
when the bell is struck by its clapper.
The decay is the ringing sound representative of the bell's natural resonant frequency.
Now that we've defined the frequency and amplitude relationships of
the sounds we wish to simulate, we
can start designing a circuit. Fortunately, our task is easy because "ringing," the effect we want to simulate, is
a common and even pesky problem in
many electronic circuits!
An active notch filter happens to
make an excellent ringing circuit
since it has a natural resonance frequency and can be adjusted to a critical point where oscillation can be ex-

ternally stimulated and

internally

damped. As you may know, an active
filter uses transistors or, better, one or
more op amps to simulate a conventional filter. The active filter is superior
to a passive filter since it has internal
gain which replaces the losses of passive filters and since it can be made
with a very high input impedance (very
desirable) and a low output impedance (also very good).
POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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ABOUT YOUR INIEMMW
SUBSCRIPTION

Your subscription to POPULAR
is maintained on one of
the world's most modern, efficient
computer systems, and if you're like
99% of our subscribers, you'll never
have any reason to complain about
your subscription service.
We have found that when complaints do arise, the majority of them
occur because people have written
their names or addresses differently
at different times. For example, if
your subscription were listed under
"William Jones, Cedar Lane, Middletown, Arizona," and you were to
ELECTRONICS

renew it as "Bill Jones, Cedar Lane,
Middletown, Arizona," our computer
would think that two separate sub-

scriptions were involved, and it

would start sending you two copies
of POPULAR ELECTRONICS each month.
Other examples of combinations of
names that would confuse the computer would include: John Henry
Smith and Henry Smith; and Mrs.
Joseph Jones and Mary Jones. Minor
differences in addresses can also
lead to difficulties. For example, to
the computer, 100 Second St. is not
the same as 100 2nd St.
So, please, when you write us
about your subscription, be sure to
enclose the mailing label from the
cover of the magazine-or else copy
your name and address exactly as
they appear on the mailing label.
This will greatly reduce any chance
of error, and we will be able to ser-

vice your
quickly.

request much

more
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Notch filter with ma.l'ii iliul
impedance at center fregrlelley.
Figure 2 is the block diagram of a
typical active notch filter which uses a
single op amp, and Fig. 3 shows a
working circuit. The filtering action
takes place in the twin -T network
formed byRl, R2, and their associated
components. The twin -T notch filter is
an old standby and is often used to
block 60 -Hz line noise in amplifiers
and other circuits. The op amp provides restorative gain and interfacing
to external circuits. You can operate
the circuit as it is by connecting a
miniature speaker to the output

matching transformer (a
a 1000 -ohm primary and an
8 ohm secondary), but you will have
best results by connecting the circuit
to an external audio amplifier.
The circuit works like this. The
potentiometer is adjusted so that the
filter just begins to oscillate and is
then backed off until oscillation
ceases. After this adjustment is made,
a tiny input signal at pin 2 of the op
amp will stimulate an oscillating attack followed by a gradual decay as
the oscillation is dampened. How do
you apply an input signal? Simple
just touch the touch plate (which can
be a scrap of bare hookup wire) with a
finger. The LM308, a precision op amp,
has a typical input resistance of 40
megohms and readily accepts the
small noise voltage from your body.
The frequency pattern of the circuit
is very similarto Fig. 1, and the result is
a very effective and realistic percussion simulator. You will probably have
to make several adjustments of the pot
for best results. If the circuit continues
to oscillate without decaying, back off
on the pot.
When R1 and R2 are about 100,000
ohms each, the circuit produces a very
realistic bell sound when pin 2 is
briefly touched. You can change the
resonance frequency to simulate
many other percussion instruments by

through
unit with

Complete kit supplied, or any
combination of plans, parts, PC
board, etc.
Anyone can build easily from concise instructions
no TV
Attaches to TV antenna

alterations required
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ELECTRONIC GAME IN TOWN.
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LISTEN!
We're one of
the country's
largest Mail
Order Houses
of Stereo
Equipment

Our volume buying power enables
us to pass the savings on to you.
Listen to us ... You can't go
wrong.
Fill out this coupon and mail to address
below for our latest Free Catalogs.
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SAVE!

TERMINAL
any keyboard Characters are displayed as 16 lines of 64 or 32 characters
each, In a 7a9 dot matrix. (64 character line requires a high resolution
monitor or extensively modified receiver.) The character set Includes 128
upper and lower case ASCII characters and 64 graphics characters for
plotting a 48x128 or 64) grid. Characters are stored in the onboard memory and may be accessed directly by the computer. The output is standard
525 line EIA RS170 video.
$160 Kit $230 Assem. and tested (Add $25 for 64 character option) delivery 30 days

FREIGHT

QUALITY STEREO EQUIPMENT
AT LOWEST PRICES.
YOUR

I

TOUCH
PLATE

Analog Interlace. This board Is a complete interlace for a CRT graphics
display or an X -V plotter. and provides 8 channels of software -controlled
A/0 conversion There are 1 or 2 channels of analog output with 10 -bits
resolution (O.10v or ±5v out). 6-bits of latched digital output, and 8
analog comparators.
1
channel (0 -10v). $135 Kit $175 Assem. and tested
2 channels (0.10v) $185 Kit $235 Assem. and tested
(Bipolar option ( ±5v) add $8 for t ch.. $12 for 2) delivery 30 days
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A.D.C.
A.R.
DYNACO

SHURE

KLH

SONY

FISHER

KOSS

PIONEER
AND MORE THAN 50 OTHERS
BUY THE MODERN WAY

Microcomputer System. A system based on our microcomputer and video
boards, Includes motherboard, cabinet, power supply, and an operating
system and monitor on PROM. (Avail. 1st O. 1976)

* SEE TEXT
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RETURNED SAME DAY.
FACTORY SEALED CARTONS
GUARANTEED AND INSURED.
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Micro Computer. A one board computer system containing an 8080 processor. 512 bytes RAM. space for 1 -3K bytes PROM or ROM, and a serial
I/O port (optional). Compatible with IMSAI and Altair memory and peripherals. Supports multiprocessing. (Avail. 1st O. 1976)

All prices and specifications subject to change without notice. Prices
USA only - Calif. res. add 6% sales tax.
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Video Interface. Plugs into the Altair or IMSAI 8800 bus and connects to
standard TV monitor (or modified receiver). 8-bit input connects to almost
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changing R1 and R2. Of course you
will have to readjust the pot to obtain
the best voice for each instrument. Try
these values for various effects:
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*EFFICIENT ENGINE PERFORMANCE
*REDUCED MAINTENANCE EXPENSE
*1 YEAR GUARANTEE OF PRODUCTS
For those who need maximum

firing potential,

Labtronics offers the Multiple Restrike Ignition.
The system produces a high energy repetitive
spark on each power stroke which insures the
greatest statistical chance for proper ignition.
Dependable system triggering from breaker points, magnetic pick -ups or the extremely
accurate '13A1 -xx' infrared triggering unit.
Order your system and enjoy the economy and
peak performance of an efficient engine.

LABTRONICS, INCORPORATED
MULTIPLE RESTRIKE SYSTEM

Model VI
Programmable Duration
Fixed Burst Duration
II Model VI-11
Complete Optical System
I) Model VI -C
HIGH ENERGY SYSTEM (Single Strike)
]
Model
V
Points Triggering System
i
Complete Optical System
U Model V -C
TRIGGERING UNITS
] 13A1 -xx
Optical Trigger Unit
1) 61298
MagneticAmpliEler
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$79.95
$59.95

$79.95
$29.95
$47.95

$24.95
$ 4.95
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Instrument
Triangle
Small bell
Medium bell
Large bell
Drum

R1

a

12 East Delaware
Chicago, Illinois 60611
312 -664 -0020

33K
47K
150K
470K
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complete percussion

synthesizer from several filters adjusted to simulate various instruments. You can even build a realistic
xylophone by building up a separate

filter for each note.

Department 217S

and R2

A narrow tuning range will help you
adjust the circuit for optimum voicing,
so you will want to use as small a value
for the pot as possible. If 100,000 isn't
enough, use values of up to 1M.
Incidentally, you can use various op
amps in this circuit, but they may not
respond to a touch input signal. If this
occurs, just connect a resistance of a
few thousand ohms between the positive power -supply lead and pin 2 of the
op amp through a momentary contact
spst (normally open) pushbutton
switch. Press the switch to ring the
bell, strike the drum, or whatever. For
a ding -dong effect, insert a small
(about 0.001 -pF) capacitor in place of
the resistor. Pressing the switch gives
a sharp "ding" and releasing it gives a
resonant 'dong." This hookup makes
a great doorbell circuit!
Finally, if this introductory project
turns you on to electronic music, try

building
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12 REASONS YOUR CAR

NEEDS TIGER CDI
Instant starting in any weather - Eliminates
tune -ups - Increases gas mileage - Increases
horsepower 15% - Improves acceleration
and performance - Spark plugs last up to
70,000 miles - Reduces engine maintenance
expense - Amplifies spark plug voltage
to 45,000 volts
Maintains spark plug
voltage to 10,000 RPM - Reduces exhaust
emissions - Dual ignition switch - An
Unconditional LIFETIME GUARANTEE
Installs in 10 minutes on any car with
12 volt negative ground - No rewiring - Most
powerful, efficient and reliable Solid State
-

Ignition made.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED or money
back

TIGER 500 assembled
TIGER SST assembled

$53.95
$42.95

Post Paid in U.S.A.
Send check or money order with order to:

IMStar Corporatioln

Box 1727
C
Grand Junction, Colorado 81501
P. O.
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